**ec2ce. Job offer**

**ec2ce** is a technological start up based in Seville. We apply Artificial Intelligence to the agro sector providing our customers the best tools to make the optimum decisions. **ec2ce** develops customer-centric innovation in agriculture decision making.

Now we are expanding our activities and we need highly skilled persons to support our growth and we are looking for candidates:

**Expert in numerical modelling and data mining (ref. ec2cetch)**

We are looking for a candidate expert in numerical and data mining with mathematical knowledge to be incorporated in our Technology Department in our offices in Seville.

**Skills**

- Between 5 to 10 years of experience in data mining and modelling
- Mathematical knowledge to incorporate concepts and strategies to the modelling process
- Knowledge of programming languages (R, Python, Java, Weka, …)
- It will be valued the experience in real applications

**Education**

- Engineer (Computing, Industrial, Telecommunication, …)
- Mathematician
- Statistician
- Having a PhD will be valued

**Personnel characteristics**

- Equilibrated person
- Ability to work within a team
- Adaptability

**Others**

- English spoken

**Interested write to:**

- [info@ec2ce.us](mailto:info@ec2ce.us)
- Add in the subject the reference to the position applied
- Add a CV of no more than 3 pages
Expert in numerical modelling applications (ref. ec2ceprod)

We are looking for a candidate expert in numerical and data mining with capacity to develop products based on ec2ce proprietary technology to be incorporated in our Production Department in our offices in Seville.

Skills

✓ Between 2 to 5 years of experience in data mining and modelling applications
✓ Data management, technology integration
✓ Knowledge of programming languages (R, Python, Java, Weka, ...)
✓ It will be valued the experience in real applications

Education

✓ Computing Engineer
✓ Engineer (Industrial, Telecommunication, ...)

Personnel characteristics

✓ Equilibrated person
✓ Ability to work within a team
✓ Adaptability
✓ Capacity to work with customers

Others

✓ English spoken

Interested write to:

- info@ec2ce.us
- Add in the subject the reference to the position applied
- Add a CV of no more than 3 pages
**IT Manager (ref. ec2ceIT)**

We are looking for a candidate with expertise in defining IT structures and maintenance, cloud computing, Big Data systems management, visualization techniques, web techniques, open source data, ..., to be incorporated in our Production Department in our offices in Seville.

**Skills**

- Between 2 to 5 years of experience
- Data management, technology integration
- Knowledge of programming languages (Java, Scala, R, Spark, MySQL, Amazon AWS, web services)

**Education**

- Computing Engineer

**Personnel characteristics**

- Equilibrated person
- Ability to work within a team
- Adaptability
- Capacity to work with customers

**Others**

- English spoken

**Interested write to:**

- [info@ec2ce.us](mailto:info@ec2ce.us)
- Add in the subject the reference to the position applied
- Add a CV of no more than 3 pages
Interns (ref. ec2ceintern)

We are looking for interns for different departments to be incorporated in our offices in Seville.

Skills

✓ Data management, data extraction and transformation
✓ Open source data management
✓ Knowledge of programming languages (R, Python, MySQL, Java)

Education

✓ Computing Engineer

Personnel characteristics

✓ Equilibrated person
✓ Ability to work within a team
✓ Adaptability

Others

✓ English spoken

Interested write to:

- info@ec2ce.us
- Add in the subject the reference to the position applied
- Add a CV of no more than 3 pages